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Agriculture

Forestry

Biodiversity & Ecosystems

The Midwest is a major producer of a wide range
of food and animal feed for national consumption
and international trade. Increases in warmseason absolute humidity and precipitation
have eroded soils, created favorable conditions
for pests and pathogens, and degraded the
quality of stored grain. Projected changes
in precipitation, coupled with rising extreme
temperatures before mid-century, will reduce
Midwest agricultural productivity to levels of the
1980s without major technological advances.

Midwest forests provide numerous economic and
ecological benefits, yet threats from a changing
climate are interacting with existing stressors
such as invasive species and pests to increase
tree mortality and reduce forest productivity.
Without adaptive actions, these interactions will
result in the loss of economically and culturally
important tree species such as paper birch
and black ash and are expected to lead to the
conversion of some forests to other forest types
or even to non-forested ecosystems by the end
of the century. Land managers are beginning to
manage risk in forests by increasing diversity and
selecting for tree species adapted to a range of
projected conditions.

The ecosystems of the Midwest support a
diverse array of native species and provide
people with essential services such as water
purification, flood control, resource provision,
crop pollination, and recreational opportunities.
Species and ecosystems, including the important
freshwater resources of the Great Lakes, are
typically most at risk when climate stressors, like
temperature increases, interact with land-use
change, habitat loss, pollution, nutrient inputs,
and nonnative invasive species. Restoration of
natural systems, increases in the use of green
infrastructure, and targeted conservation efforts,
especially of wetland systems, can help protect
people and nature from climate change impacts.

For information on climate change impacts in Ohio, contact the
State Climate Office of Ohio at scoo@osu.edu or (614)292-7930.
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Human Health

Transportation & Infrastructure

Climate change is expected to worsen existing
health conditions and introduce new health
threats by increasing the frequency and
intensity of poor air quality days, extreme
high temperature events, and heavy rainfalls;
extending pollen seasons; and modifying the
distribution of disease-carrying pests and
insects. By mid-century, the region is projected
to experience substantial, yet avoidable, loss of
life, worsened health conditions, and economic
impacts estimated in the billions of dollars as a
result of these changes. Improved basic health
services and increased public health measures
— including surveillance and monitoring — can
prevent or reduce these impacts.

Storm water management systems,
transportation networks, and other critical
infrastructure are already experiencing impacts
from changing precipitation patterns and
elevated flood risks. Green infrastructure is
reducing some of the negative impacts by using
plants and open space to absorb storm water.
The annual cost of adapting urban storm water
systems to more frequent and severe storms is
projected to exceed $500 million for the Midwest
by the end of the century.

Community Vulnerability &
Adaptation

For information on climate change impacts in Ohio, contact the
State Climate Office of Ohio at scoo@osu.edu or (614)292-7930.

At-risk communities in the Midwest are becoming
more vulnerable to climate change impacts such
as flooding, drought, and increases in urban heat
islands. Tribal nations are especially vulnerable
because of their reliance on threatened natural
resources for their cultural, subsistence, and
economic needs. Integrating climate adaptation
into planning processes offers an opportunity
to better manage climate risks now. Developing
knowledge for decision-making in cooperation
with vulnerable communities and tribal nations
will help to build adaptive capacity and increase
resilience.
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